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ABSTRACT
Gandhi, Anall. M.S.Egr., Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University, 2013. An
Accuracy Improvement Method for Cricket Indoor Location System.

The effective deployment of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) in indoor hostile environment demands high precision localization for navigation purposes. The cricket system,
based on Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) approach, provides precise localization. It calculates TDoA between radio and ultrasonic signal to estimate distance between two cricket
motes. The position, in the referenced coordinate system, is estimated by multilateration
using estimated distances from multiple motes. Therefore, the position accuracy depends
on the distance estimation which in turn depends on the TDoA calculation. Ultrasonic
transducer, a component of cricket mote hardware, has highly directive radiation pattern
which affects ultrasonic signal detection. This delayed detection of ultrasonic signal, based
on distance and relative angle, introduces error in the distance estimation between a pair
of two cricket motes. A low cost, easy to implement error correction method is developed
in this thesis to remove error introduced by delayed ultrasonic signal detection. Relationship between error (in distance estimation), relative angle and distance between two cricket
motes is derived using traditional regression analysis. This relationship is then used to predict and correct error involved in the distance estimation. Experimental results show that
the mean error in cricket position estimation for 2-Dimension and 3-Dimension is reduced
by an average 43% and 39%, respectively.
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Introduction
Remarkable progress in the field of indoor location tracking is demanding accurate indoor
navigation for Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV). For example, forklift AGV can be a
reliable alternative for humans working in adverse environment such as cold storage warehouse with constantly maintained freezing temperature. Feasibility of such concept heavily
relies on accuracy of location tracking. Inaccurate location tracking can significantly hamper the navigation and operation of such applications.
Location tracking systems rely on several technologies (such as radio signal strength,
ultrasonic wave, bluetooth, ultra wideband, infrared etc.) to obtain location information
[?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Accuracy of such information varies from few centimeters to several meters
depending upon the technology involved. A lot of research is being carried out to improve
the accuracy of such location information.
The cricket indoor location system is a low cost location tracking system with better
accuracy as compared to other indoor location systems [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. The cricket system
uses ultrasonic and radio frequency (RF) signals to calculate location using trilateration
[?]. Since ultrasonic signals are used, the accuracy of the cricket system is significantly
affected by the relative angle and the distance between transmitting and receiving ultrasonic
transducer. This thesis proposes the study of such error sources in the cricket system and a
procedure to compensate for these errors with low cost, robust and easy to implement error
correction solution.
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1.1

Goal of the Thesis

The acceptance of any location tracking system depends on certain parameters such as complexity, robustness, accuracy, cost, etc. In absolute location tracking system, accuracy can
vary from few centimeters to few meters depending upon the technology used. For indoor
systems, path loss (due to reflection, refraction), dead spots and noise are common contributors to inaccuracy. Apart from these common contributors, there are system specific
sources contributing to error which may or may not be present in all indoor location-aware
systems.
The cricket system relies on a distance based Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
method for position estimation. Any error in distance measurement results in erroneous
location estimation while performing trilateration. Cricket system uses TDoA obtained
from the combination of radio and ultrasound waves to estimate the distance between the
two motes. Piezo-electric transducer is mounted on cricket motes to emit or sense ultrasound depending upon the mode of operation. The relative angle and distance between the
transmitting and receiving piezo-electric transducer significantly affects the detection of an
ultrasonic signal. In TDoA, time difference between arrivals of two signals is calculated
and is used to calculate the distance. Therefore, inefficient detection of ultrasonic signal
results in an inaccurate distance measurement.
The goal of this thesis is to develop a cost effective and easy to implement solution to
compensate for errors generated by inefficient ultrasound detection. The proposed solution
(an error correction method) is based on the analysis of data collected from various experiments. In this thesis, error data is collected as a function of distance and relative angles
between a beacon and listener cricket motes. Then, a mathematical model is derived to
establish the relationship between the error (in distance estimation), the relative angle and
the distance between a pair of beacon-listener cricket motes. This model is then utilized
to predict and correct for the error in the distance measurement obtained from the cricket
system. The location estimation obtained after the implementation of correction method is
2

compared with the original location estimation from the cricket system and the results are
discussed.

1.2

Organization of Thesis

The rest of the thesis report has been organized as follows. Chapter ?? introduce the concept of indoor location tracking and the related work done in this field. Chapter ?? briefly
discusses the cricket indoor location system and the concepts of trilateration. Chapter ??
presents the behavior of the ultrasound signal along with the experimental results of error
as a function of the relative angle and the distance between the two cricket motes. Chapter ?? explains the algorithm for the error correction method of the cricket indoor location
system and chapter ?? presents the results obtained after error correction and compares it
with the original results of the cricket system. This thesis is concluded with a discussion in
chapter ??.

3

Background

2.1

Methods to Determine Location

Current wireless location systems rely on distance calculation from known location, angle
calculation to known source or signal detection in the vicinity of the installed sensor to
determine the location. These methods are briefly described in this section along with the
example.

2.1.1

Distance based

Trilateration, a widely used location determining technique, requires distances from at least
three known reference points to calculate a location. Accuracy of these locations are dependent on the accuracy of the distances from the known reference points. In the wireless
location system, distance between two reference points is measured using the following
methods.

r

Time of Arrival (ToA)
One method to calculate the distance between two points is by measuring the time
taken for a signal (such as radio wave) to travel between two reference points. Using
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ToA, the distance can be computed as

d = v tT oA

(2.1)

where v is the velocity and tT oA is the estimated time of arrival from the transmitter
to receiver for a signal. A highly synchronized time source at both reference points is
required for this technique to give the accurate result [?]. One of the popular outdoor
location system, the GPS, works on this principle. It uses radio signals to calculate
the time of arrival from satellite to GPS receiver [?].
r

Round-trip Time (RTT)
In this method, time duration for a signal (such as RF signal) to complete a roundtrip
between transmitter and receiver is measured. The transmitter at the first reference
point keeps track of time TT X when it transmits the signal and the receiver of the
second reference point receives the signal and transmits it back. When the receiver at
the first reference point receives the retransmitted signal, it registers the time as TRX .
If the velocity of the transmitted signal is V, then the distance d is computed as

d=

V (TRX − TT X )
2

(2.2)

This method eliminates the clock synchronization constraint. However, the delay introduced by the second reference point while retransmitting the received signal could
introduce significant amount of error for the shorter distance calculation. WLAN
based indoor location system is a good example which uses RTT to estimate distance
between mobile device and access point [?].
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r

Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
This technique takes advantage of the distinct velocities of two signals transmitted
from the first reference point and calculates the time difference of arrival between
these signals when transmitted at the same time. If υA and υB are the velocities
of the two signals used and t is the time difference of arrival for the two signals at
the second reference point, then the distance d between the two reference points is
calculated as
d=

t
1
1
(
−
)
υA υB

; if υA >> υB

(2.3)

Active Bat and Cricket indoor location system are the two systems that use the TDoA
technique to calculate the distance between two reference points [?, ?].

2.1.2

Angle based

Figure 2.1: Circular Intersection algorithm in 2-Dimension.
Previous study in [?] has described that circle intersection algorithm has advantages over
other similar angle based algorithms in which the Angle of Arrival (AoA) is measured
from the known reference point. The known location of at least three reference points and
the ability to measure angle between them fulfills the requirement of circle intersection
algorithm. If L is the object with unknown location, and if X, Y and Z are the reference
points with known locations then, the angles between X-Y and Y -Z from location L are
6

measured as α and β, respectively. Further, points X-Y -L and Z-Y -L create two circles
whose equations can be calculated from known parameters (i.e. angles α, β and locations
X, Y and Z). These circles intersect each other at two locations Y and L. Knowing the
location Y , unknown location of the object is calculated as L [?]. This method removes
the time synchronization requirement but requires complex hardware such as directional
antennas.

2.1.3

Proximity Based

Principle concept of this method is to sense an object within the proximity of the sensors
whose locations are predetermined. This method is best suited for scenarios where absolute location information of an object is not required.1 A grid of sensor (installed at known
location) builds the listening segment. Transmitting segment is a signal transmitting tag
attached to an object. Whenever listener detects transmitted signal from the tag, it conveys a message to the centralized network where a log is generated. Location of the object
is tracked by the most recent recorded listener position. Active Badge [?] and LANDMARC [?] are the two proximity based location tracking systems. Active Badge system
uses infrared tags whereas LANDMARC uses RFID tags. The advantages of the systems
based on this method are cost effectiveness and simplification of the architecture. However,
they do suffer from the problems of sensor range limitation and inaccuracies introduced by
signal leakage. Active Badge locates an object with room-size precision while LANDMARC locates the object up to few meters away(varies with reference tag density) [?, ?].
1

In this thesis, absolute location refers as location coordinate (x,y,z) with respect to reference coordinate
system.
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2.2

Related Work

Research in the area of location tracking has led into the development of many location
tracking systems. The GPS and E-911 are examples of outdoor systems whereas Active
Badge, Active Bat, In-building RADAR, Bluetooth and WLAN are some examples of indoor systems. These systems are briefly explained in this section.

2.2.1

Outdoor Location Systems

Global Positioning System
Global Positioning System (GPS) is by far the most widely accepted and used outdoor
positioning system. Developed by U.S. Dept. of Defense (DoD), GPS became fully operational in 1995 with all 31 satellites deployed in non-geostationary circular orbit at height
of 26,560 km above the Earth. The GPS system needs 24 satellites for full earth’s coverage with 7 backup satellites to prevent system failure and provides uninterrupted location
tracking service to anyone with GPS receiver all across the globe.
Being a passive system, GPS receiver determines its position by calculating the distance from at least 4 satellites. GPS satellites transmit pseudorandom noise (PRN) codes
which are orthogonal from one another. Orthogonal codes facilitates GPS receiver to identify signals from different satellites. GPS receiver compares received PRN code with locally generated PRN code to calculate the time of flight (TOF) [?]. Distance from the
satellite is computed by multiplying TOF with velocity of radio signal. Using calculated
distance from minimum of 4 satellites, trilateration is performed to determine position of
GPS receiver.
Several factors which generate error in ranging calculation include ionospheric delay,
satellite coordinates errors, clock inaccuracy at receiver and multipath effects. Accuracy
of GPS system varies from few centimeters to approximately 10 meters (worst case pseudorange) [?]. Combination of GPS with augmentation systems provides higher accuracies
8

within few centimeters. Real-time differential GPS (DGPS) and real-time kinematic (RTK)
are examples of such systems whose cost can run into thousands of dollars [?].
For better performance of GPS, Line of Sight (LOS) to at least 4 satellites is recommended. Unavailability of LOS and multipath interference often degrades performance of
GPS system in urban canyons formed by highly dense tall buildings. Poor quality of signal
strength and missing LOS also prevents GPS usage for indoor localization.

Cellular E-911
Any cellular company, operating in North America, is required by law to provide location
of the caller dialing to an emergency service. This location tracking system is known as
Enhanced 911 (E-911). The prime objective of this service is to provide the precise location
information by locating the origin of the call. Cell-ID and TDoA method can be used to
track the location of a cellular device. In Cell-ID, base station broadcasts its cell identity
and cluster identity which is picked up by the attached cellular device. Position estimation
varies from 150 m to 30 km depending on the geographical profiles [?]. In TDoA method,
difference between the pairs of base stations is calculated to locate the cellular device.
Precise time synchronization between pairs of base station is mandatory for network based
location tracking. To fall in line with the FCC guideline phase II which requires location
accuracy of 50 meter for 66% of time, many cellular companies use mixed technologies
instead of relying on any particular technology [?, ?].

2.2.2

Indoor Location Systems

Active Badge
Active Badge system is one of the earliest introduced indoor location tracking system suitable for office environment. A beacon badge which is worn by the office members periodically transmits pulse-width modulated infrared (IR) signals. Infrared sensors are installed
9

in the office as part of a centralized network. Badge emits a unique code which is sensed
by the infrared sensor and a master unit (part of the centralized network) collects that information by periodic polling. Master unit keeps track of all sensed signals and logs it into the
database. This badge is configured in a way to keep the operational range of infrared signal
within 6 meters [?]. This helps walls and other office furniture to play the role of natural
boundary and prevent signal leakage. Active Badge system fails to provide an absolute
location of the badge but is helpful to locate it in the vicinity of an infrared sensor [?].

RADAR: In-building Location System
Microsoft Research has developed an RF-based indoor location tracking system named
RADAR. It makes use of RF signal strength indicator (RSSI) and signal to noise ratio
(SNR) as a function of user’s location [?]. RADAR requires mapping of RF signal strength
in the area of interest. Developers have proposed two different methods based on this requirement. The first method is an empirical method which creates a signal strength database
based on the experimentally measured data whereas the second method, simple signal propagation, relies on the mathematically developed signal strength database. In the process of
tracking the location, signal strength data (collected by the base stations) are sent to the
centralized computer where they are compared with the model generated signal strength
database to localize an object. RADAR outperforms Active Badge system in terms of accuracy as it can resolute the object within the range of few meters.

Active Bat
The necessity to obtain absolute position has always been the prime objective for researchers in localization domain. GPS has successfully been able to provide such information in outdoor environment but fails for indoor environment. AT&T Laboratories Cambridge developed the Active Bat system to track the absolute position of an object [?]. It
uses ultrasound to calculate position using TDoA method.
10

A small device named Bat is attached to an object. Bat is supported by a grid of ultrasonic receivers (mounted on room ceiling) creating the centralized network. Having globally unique id, bats are periodically addressed by base station via radio signal asking particular bat to transmit ultrasound. Parallel to this, wired network resets the ceiling mounted
ultrasonic receivers. The receiver waits for the ultrasound and registers time stamp when
it is received. This information is conveyed to the master unit via wired network. Master
unit can calculate speed of ultrasound and radio signal by sensing the ambiance temperature. Once master unit collects this information, it can calculate the distance between a bat
and ceiling mounted ultrasonic receiver. Minimum of three such distances are required to
perform trilateration operation which calculates an absolute position of the bat.

A good indoor location system should be decentralized in administration, scalable enough
to track multiple objects, sensitive to user privacy, highly accurate and easy to deploy. The
cricket indoor location system, based on TDoA method, was designed to match all of the
above criteria which none of the above system completely satisfies.

2.3

Chapter Summary

This chapter briefly explained the methods used in determining the indoor and outdoor
location. It also described some of the widely used outdoor and indoor location systems
and introduced to the cricket indoor location system.
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Overview of Cricket System
The cricket system was developed by Bodhi et al. to determine the position and orientation
of the object to be tracked within a workspace. This system can be used for object tracking,
robotic navigation, people monitoring, location aware sensor networks, enhanced gaming
experience and customer targeted advertising. In this thesis, the cricket system is used for
robotic navigation with a focus on the accuracy improvement of this system.
This chapter briefly explains the cricket indoor location system. Section 3.1 discusses
the background of MICA motes and section 3.2 explains the hardware of the cricket mote.
Section 3.3 explains functionality of the cricket system including distance and position
estimation.

3.1

MICA Motes

MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) is a technology which integrates transducers,
actuators, sensors and controllers into tiny package. Exploiting the MEMS concept, Crossbow Technology, Inc. developed a UC Berkley style microsensor mote known as MICA
mote. MICA mote was followed by several advanced versions such as MICA2, MICAz
and MICAz OEM modules as shown in Figure ??.
Being a third generation module, MICA2 mote operates on 868/916 MHz multichannel transceiver. It can operate over the communication range of 500 feet at data rate of
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(a) MICA2 mote

(b) MICAz mote

(c) MICAz OEM mote

Figure 3.1: MPR400CB, MPR2400CA and MPR2600CA motes [?, ?, ?].
38.4 kbps. External sensor boards (such as temperature, RH, acceleration) can be integrated
with the MICA2 mote via 51 pin connector. They are frequently chosen for applications
related to security, surveillance and environmental monitoring. [?]
MICAz motes were developed to improve the limited communication speed of MICA2
motes. The communication speed was increased to 250 kbps by installing an additional
802.15.4 RF transceiver module, operating at a frequency 2.4 GHz ISM band, on the MICAz mote. Improved data speed enables MICAz mote to handle audio, video and other
high speed data for indoor monitoring [?]. Crossbow Technology, Inc. also developed
OEM version of MICAz mote (68 pin LCC) for surface mount integration [?]. The current version of the cricket system comprised of v2 cricket motes whose design is based on
MICA2 mote.

3.2

Cricket Hardware

Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab (CSAIL) at MIT developed the original
concept of the cricket mote. Adoption of the Crossbow MICA2 mote, as the basic hardware, was the major contributor in the transition of the older cricket mote to its present
version, the cricket v2 mote. The intelligent hardware design of this mote makes it possible
for the cricket mote to be used as beacon or listener. Standard cricket v2 mote comes in the
13

package of dimension 10, 4 and 3 cm as length, width and height, respectively. Hardware
components and board layout of cricket v2 mote is shown in the Figure ??.

Figure 3.2: Hardware components of cricket v2 mote [?].

• Radio Signal Transceiver (RST): Cricket mote relies on CC1000 RF transceiver for
its radio communication. This module is configured to operate at 433 MHz with a
data transfer rate of 19.2 kbps [?]. With the embedded radio antenna, the cricket mote
(under default configuration) has communication range of about 30 meters with no
obstacles present [?]. This range can be extended by utilizing external radio antenna
connector.
• Ultrasonic Transmitter: To generate software controlled ultrasonic pulse of 125 µs,
40 kHz piezo-electric open air ultrasonic transmitter is driven at 12 V [?]. Cricket
mote uses voltage multiplier to generate the required 12 V from the available 3 V
input voltage.
• Ultrasonic Receiver: Open-air type 40 kHz piezo-electric ultrasonic receiver is used
to receive transmitted ultrasonic by another cricket mote. The Output of this sensor
is sent to the two stage amplifier having voltage gain between 70 to 78 dB (programmable) [?]. This amplified voltage is compared with the preset threshold voltage
to find ultrasound detection.
14

• Test and Power Switch: Two control switches, power switch and test switch, are
available on board. As the name suggests, the power switch controls the power circuitry of the board and Test switch puts the cricket mote under software control. Test
switch is also used to turn off the serial communication module under beacon mode
as power saving measure [?].
• Microcontroller: Cricket uses Atmega 128L microcontroller which runs at 7.3728
MHz and 32.768 kHz during active and sleep mode, respectively. It is a 8 bit processor with a 8 kB RAM, a 128 kB FLASH ROM and a 4 kB of EEPROM. At the
operating voltage of 3 V, it draws 8 mA and 8 µA current during active and sleep
mode, respectively [?].
• Expansion Connector: A 51-pin expansion connector is used to program the cricket
motes using MIB510CA programmer. It can be used to create location aware sensor
network by connecting Mica2 compatible sensor boards [?, ?].
• Serial Port: Cricket board has DB-9 connector for its serial communication interface. Host computer communicates with the cricket mote via this serial port.
• Diagnostic LEDs: Cricket mote while operating as beacon or listener turns on a
particular LED as visual indicator. Each LED glow represents particular operation
which is explained in user manual for cricket v2 mote [?].

3.3

Distance and Location Calculation

This section briefly describes how the cricket system determines location in an indoor environment. Location determination can be broken down in three sections: basic system
setup, wireless distance calculation between two motes and trilateration operation to determine location.
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3.3.1

System Setup

The cricket system is designed to provide an absolute location with respect to a reference
coordinate. In order to accomplish this, system setup calls for a proper configuration and
installation of cricket motes inside a room. As mentioned earlier, cricket mote uses same
hardware which can be programmed as a beacon or a listener.
• Beacon: Cricket v2 mote can be programmed as a beacon run mode by setting its
MD parameter (from configuration parameters) to value 1. Cricket mote under this
operating mode is often referred as ”beacons”. Beacons are always installed inside
a room with known location coordinates as (x1 , y1 , z1 ), . . . , (xn , yn , zn ). Beacon
periodically transmits radio and ultrasound signal originating at the same time. With
radio signal, it broadcasts important information of its node id, space id, software
version, system time etc. (refer [?] for more details).
• Listener: By default, cricket mote is programmed to operate under listen run mode,
often referred as ”listener”, by setting up its MD parameter as value 2. Listener
is attached to objects (mobile or stationary) whose location needs to be identified.
Listener receives radio and ultrasound signals transmitted from beacon and calculates distance from that particular beacon. It relays these information in default or
customized output format via serial port for further data processing.
Typical setup of cricket system is shown in figure ??. Beacons are attached on the ceiling
which makes the z-coordinate equal for all the beacons. The origin of the coordinate system
is fixed in the ceiling which makes z-coordinate 0 for all beacons. Listener is attached
(facing beacons) to an object whose location is to be determined.
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Figure 3.3: Typical setup of cricket system inside room.

3.3.2

Distance Calculation

Cricket mote uses Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) technique to calculate distance between two cricket motes. Cricket system takes advantage of this large difference in velocities of the radio and ultrasonic signals to deploy TDoA technique. A simple example
of wireless distance estimation using a pair of cricket mote (beacon-listener) is explained
below.
The process begins with the beacon transmitting radio and ultrasonic signals at the
same time. As explained earlier, the radio signal carries important information including
node id, space id, system time and beacon’s ambiance temperature. Since radio signal
travels with the speed of light, the listener will receive the radio signal much earlier than
the ultrasonic signal. The listener records the time of arrival for both radio and ultrasonic
signals as TRF and TU S , respectively.
Once this information is recorded, listener does the initial calculation of the TDoA
∆T = TU S − TRF and the velocity of ultrasound (a function of temperature), VU S . In the
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calculation, listener uses average of temperature registered at beacon and listener to accommodate the temperature difference between their respective positions [?]. The distance d
between beacon and listener is computed as

d =
=

=

∆T
1
− VRF
VU S
1

∆T
(VRF −VU S )
VRF .VU S

∆T (VRF .VU S )
(VRF − VU S )

(3.1)
(3.2)

(3.3)

where VRF and VU S are the velocities of radio and ultrasonic signals. Since VRF ' 3 ∗
108 m/s and VU S ' 344 m/s at room temperature, VU S can be ignored in denominator,
and thus the distance is given by
d = ∆T.VU S

(3.4)

Therefore, the distance between beacon and listener can be calculated by multiplying the
TDoA, ∆T , with the velocity of ultrasonic signal, VU S , as shown in equation (??). The
simplicity of this calculation is a key advantage of the cricket system.

3.3.3

Location Calculation

This section explains how the cricket system calculates the position using trilateration technique. Trilateration technique calculates position at the intersection of three spheres generated by the centers of the known locations and the distances as its radius [?] as shown in
Figure ??. The coordinates of at least three beacons and their respective distances from an
unknown location are essential parameters to perform trilateration operation. Therefore, at
least three beacons are required to calculate the position of the listener.
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Figure 3.4: Concept of trilateration.
As shown in Figure ??, assume that the three beacons are deployed at known coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1 ), (x2 , y2 , z3 ) and (x3 , y3 , z3 ) and their respective measured distances from
listener (at unknown location (x, y, z)) are d1 , d2 and d3 . Then, the unknown location of
the object can be calculated by solving three simultaneous equations given by the equation
(??) as

(x − x1 )2 + (y − y1 )2 + (z − z1 )2 = d21
(x − x2 )2 + (y − y2 )2 + (z − z2 )2 = d22

(3.5)

(x − x3 )2 + (y − y3 )2 + (z − z3 )2 = d23

These equations can be written in matrix form of AX = B as

 


2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2(x2 − x1 ) 2(y2 − y1 ) 2(z2 − z1 ) x
x2 − x1 + y2 − y1 + z2 − z1 + d1 − d2 

 


2(x − x ) 2(y − y ) 2(z − z ) y  = x2 − x2 + y 2 − y 2 + z 2 − z 2 + d2 − d2 
2
3
2
3
2  
 3
 3
2
3
2
3
2
2
3

 


2(x1 − x3 ) 2(y1 − y3 ) 2(z1 − z3 )
z
x21 − x23 + y12 − y32 + z12 − z32 + d23 − d21
A

X

=
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B

(3.6)

Figure 3.5: Two possible position solutions for three beacon trilateration.

The solution of the above equation cannot be obtained using x = A−1 B if A is a singular
matrix. in this case, unavailability of the unique solution of x makes A a non-invertible
(singular) matrix. Numerical methods such as Gaussian elimination or the LU decomposition can be used to solve the above equation which concludes in two possible solutions
(x, y, ±z) as seen in Figure ??. Since cricket motes are fixed on the ceiling (as described
in system setup), listener is presumed to be towards floor making (x, y, −z) an apparent
choice.

3.4

Chapter Summary

The cricket indoor location system was introduced in this chapter. MICA series motes and
cricket mote hardware was briefly explained in the first two sections. In the later sections, a
typical cricket system setup was explained along with the concept of TDoA based distance
and position calculation.
20

Error Estimation
One of the objective of this thesis is to understand and analyze the behavior of the errors
in the measurement of distance by cricket system. As mentioned in the previous section,
measured error in the cricket system is a function of relative angle and distance between
the beacon and listener cricket motes. One method of deriving the relationship between the
error, relative angle and distance is by collecting hundreds of raw error data with respect
to varying relative angles and distances. Once this data is collected, different data analysis
methods can be used to analyze the collected data and derive the error function based on
distance and relative angle between the listener and beacon cricket motes.
This chapter explains the procedure of the data collection of the measured error in
cricket system. Several experiments are conducted to collect data at different angles and
distance between the beacon and listener. Before conducting these experiments, it is important to understand the behavior of ultrasonic transducer and the propagation of the ultrasonic waves in air. Ultrasonic transducer used in cricket system is discussed in section
??, and section ?? explains ultrasonic wave propagation in air medium. Section ?? and ??
describes experimental setup and the experiments conducted for data collection.

4.1

Ultrasonic Transducer: Structure and Functionality

This section explains structure of a typical ultrasonic transducer and its functionality. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, open-air type of piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer is
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used in the cricket mote. The internal structure of an ultrasonic transducer containing a
piezoelectric disk that supply voltage at the terminals attached to its opposite sides is shown
in Figure ??. To generate omni-directional radiation pattern, a radial metal cone is attached
to the piezoelectric disk. For enclosing purpose, this assembly is mounted on a plastic disk.

Figure 4.1: Basic structure of ultrasonic transducer [?].
In the case of a transmitter (Beacon), ultrasonic transducer converts electrical energy into
high frequency sound waves. When an alternative voltage is applied to the piezoelectric
disk, elements of that disk mechanically distort (or displace) to create a sound field. Typically, a metal diaphragm is attached to this disk to intensify the generated sound field.
When voltages with suitable frequencies are applied to this mechanism, it starts vibrating,
resulting in ultrasound wave generation. These vibrations can be intensified by choosing
mechanical resonant frequency of this vibrating assembly. On the receiver end (listener),
the same transducer is used to sense received ultrasound waves. When these waves collide
with the vibrating assembly, a proportional electric voltage is generated by piezoelectric
disk. This voltage is compared with the threshold voltage to determine if the ultrasound
wave is received. Figure ?? pictorially explains this working principle.
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Figure 4.2: Working of ultrasonic transducer.

Figure ?? shows the manufacturer’s datasheet showing the distance and angle of directivity
and sensitivity of the ultrasonic sensor [?]. Best performance of this transducer is obtained
at frequency of 40 kHz ± 1 kHz. Also, it has an operating temperature range between 22
◦

F to 185 ◦ F. The cricket mote has a maximum directivity towards 0◦ , the z-direction of

the ultrasonic transducer. This z-direction will be referred as the axis of cricket mote in the
later parts of this chapter.

(a) 255-400ST160 Directivity

(b) 255-400SR160 Sensitivity

Figure 4.3: Directivity and sensitivity of ultrasonic sensor [?].
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4.2

Ultrasonic Wave Propagation

Propagation of ultrasonic wave is considered as high frequency mechanical vibrations
which travel through a medium (such as air, liquid, solid). As these vibrations travel,
displacement occurs with the particles of that medium. Medium plays a very important
role in propagation of these ultrasonic vibrations as propagation is not possible in vacuum.
Since the cricket system is meant to operate in air, this section does not address ultrasonic
propagation in other mediums.

Figure 4.4: Air particles at equilibrium.
Figure ?? shows a perfect equilibrium state where air particles are aligned in straight line
and equally spaced apart with no distortion. When an alternative voltage is applied to
piezoelectric disk, its elements undergo unidirectional vibrations. These vibrating elements
collide with surrounding air particles and transfer their energy to them which in-turn forward the received energy to their neighbors. This transfer of energy between adjoining
air particles develop oscillations of vibrating air particles. Since ultrasonic waves travel as
longitudinal waves, direction of these vibrations is the same as the wave propagation [?].
Figures ?? and ?? shows ultrasonic wave propagation through vibrating air particles.
This explanation holds true when all piezoelectric elements and air particles are aligned in
a straight line and transfer of energy takes place in one direction. However, in practice,
neither all air particles are uniformly aligned nor the transfer of energy occur unidirection24

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Wave propagation through air particles.

ally. This energy transfer phenomenon is well explained in [?] using a cue-ball example. It
has been observed that when air particles are not aligned uniformly, this transfer of energy
happens in slightly different manner. In this case, when one air particle starts vibrating, it
collides with all adjacent air particles disturbing them in different directions. This disturbance in-turn results in another unaligned disturbance with their adjacent particles creating
propagation. This can be visualized as circular wavefront shown in Figure ??. Practically,
multiple sources are involved in generating ultrasonic wave propagation. When all circular wavefronts of these sources are combined, the overall propagation looks similar to as
shown in Figure ??.
It is important to note that even though transfer of energy occurs in unaligned manner,
maximum energy is transferred along the line of propagation. Energy levels are gradually
decreased as they move away in the direction of propagation. Directivity plot of ultrasonic
transducer, as seen in Figure ??, confirms this typical behavior where it transmits maximum
energy in the direction of propagation.
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(a) Single source

(b) Multiple sources

Figure 4.6: Circular wavefront originating from single and multiple sources.

4.3

Experimental Setup

To develop a relationship between measured error and the angle, several experiments are
conducted under controlled environment. Both beacon and listener are mounted on a stand
one meter above the floor to minimize the effect of reflection and scattering which might
result in significant energy loss. Because of loosely bound molecules, loss of energy takes
place very quickly in air compared to liquid or solid medium. Hence, it is recommended to
use the following experimental setup as shown in Figure ??.

Figure 4.7: Experimental setup for error estimation.
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All of the following experiments are conducted under air conditioned environment with
a temperature set at 70 ◦ F. Also to prevent inter-beacon interference, only one active pair
beacon-listener is deployed.

4.4

Experimental Data

The objective of conducting these experiments is to get a better understanding of the performance of cricket mote with a focus on the distance measurement accuracy. Several
experiments are conducted and hundreds of data points are collected in multiple fashions.
These experiments are divided into three sections. First experiment is conducted to identify
different accuracy zones within coverage area of beacon cricket mote. The objective of the
second experiment is to identify the blind region in the proximity of beacon where listener
is unable to perform TDoA operation. Having clearly demarked accuracy zones and blind
region, the third experiment is conducted to understand the relationship between measured
error as a function of relative angle and distance between beacon and listener.

4.4.1

Experiment 1

The primary objective of this experiment is to identify and demarcate different accuracy
zones within coverage area of beacon cricket mote. For this purpose, three accuracy zones
have been identified as high, moderate and low accuracy zone. High accuracy zone is
defined where absolute error (between measured distance and actual distance) is less than
3 cm. When this absolute error falls between 3 cm and 6 cm, it defines moderate accuracy
zone. Low accuracy zone covers an area where absolute error ranges between 6 cm to 10
cm. If absolute error increases more than 10 cm then it should not be used for trilateration
calculation which automatically puts them under rejection zone.
In this experiment, accuracy zones are demarcated with the help of polar plot. Initially
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beacon cricket mote is fixed at origin with its axis overlapping 90◦ line of the polar plot. To
begin with an experiment, listener is positioned on 90◦ line at 50 cm distance. To calculate
cricket’s error in distance measurement, a laser distance measurement device with accuracy
of 1/16th inch is used. An absolute error is calculated by comparing both the results. Then,
listener is moved along 50 cm radius (in circular fashion) at 100◦ line. This is repeated for
all 0◦ to 180◦ lines (with 10◦ increment) and absolute error is calculated at each instance.
After recording these set of readings, listener is moved to 100 cm line and absolute error
is recorded by moving listener from 0◦ to 180◦ lines in circular fashion at an increment of
10◦ . This same process is repeated for every 50 cm until rejection zone is reached where
either absolute error is more than 10 cm or cricket reading is null.

Figure 4.8: Accuracy zones in coverage area of cricket mote.
In the Figure ??, high, moderate and low accuracy zones are marked with blue, black and
red color symbols, respectively. The rejection zone is marked with magenta color symbol.
This figure shows that an inaccuracy increases when the listener moves away from beacon.
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4.4.2

Experiment 2

Since the cricket mote operates on TDoA concept, its clock needs buffer time between
arrival of radio signal and ultrasound to calculate time difference between them. If the
distance between beacon and listener is too small, the cricket mote is unable to identify this
time difference, hence creating a blind spot. This experiment aims to identify this blind
region in the close proximity of beacon cricket mote.
As illustrated in the Figure ??, beacon is placed at origin of two dimensional Cartesian
coordinate system such that cricket mote’s axis and positive y-axis superimpose on each
other. The listener is positioned at different locations, facing the beacon, to check for any
available distance reading. To begin, listener is positioned at (0, 5 cm) location and then
repositioned further with an incremental step of 5 cm in the y-direction until a distance
reading is available. Once completed, listener is shifted along the x-axis at location (5, 5)
and then further at (5, 10), (5, 15) and so on. Repositioning of listener is repeated for an
entire grid of points covering x-, −x- and y-directions with a step size of 5 cm until listener
mote starts providing the distance measurement from beacon.

Figure 4.9: Coverage area of cricket mote in near region.
Coverage area of cricket mote in near region is shown in Figure ??. Blind region is marked
with dark grey color, where no distance reading available. This region does not extend
beyond ±20 cm in the x-direction and 20 cm in the y-direction. Coverage region is identi29

fied with white color where proper distance reading are available and can be considered for
trilateration calculations. This region starts at a minimum separation distance of 25 cm in
the y- direction and ±30 cm in the x-direction. In between the blind and coverage region,
there is one intermediate region where distance reading are available but with significant
percentage of error. Erroneous reading obtained in this region cannot be used for trilateration calculation. This intermediate region is marked with light grey color as shown in the
figure ??.

4.4.3

Experiment 3

Figure 4.10: Illustration of experiment setup.
This experiment aims to find a relationship of absolute error (in distance measurement) as
a function of relative angle and distance between beacon and listener cricket motes. Using
previously discussed experimental setup, several experiments are conducted following the
arrangement shown in figure ??. To begin, beacon and listener cricket mote are placed
along 0◦ line (facing each other) and separated by a distance of 30 cm. Then, a comparison
is performed between actual distance (measured by laser measuring device having accuracy 1/16 inch ) and cricket distance reading to record absolute error. After 25 samples
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are recorded, listener is moved away at 60 cm from beacon along the same axis to record
another 25 new samples. This sampling along 0◦ axis is repeated for every incremental
distance of 30 cm until a total separation distance of 900 cm is reached.
Once finished, the beacon axis is rotated by 10◦ line (facing listener) keeping axis of listener at 0◦ towards beacon. Again, samples are recorded at every 30 cm while moving
away from beacon. This entire process is repeated for axes upto 60◦ with an increment of
10◦ . As a result of this experiment, wide range of absolute error samples are recorded for
relative angle varying between 0◦ to 60◦ (with step size of 10◦ ) and distance varying from
30 to 900 cm (with step size of 30 cm).

Figure 4.11: Error plot for relative angle of 0◦ and 10◦ .

Figure 4.12: Error plot for relative angle of 20◦ and 30◦ .
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Figure 4.13: Error plot for relative angle of 40◦ and 50◦ .

Figure 4.14: Error plot for relative angle of 50◦ and 60◦ .
???????? show the error versus distance plots for all distinct relative angles between beacon and listener cricket mote. For better interpretation, each figure contains error plot for
only two distinct relative angles. From these plots, it is observed that the absolute error
typically follows a zigzag pattern (with some exceptions) where it increases and then decreases for every increment of 30 cm in separation distance. To understand the behavior
of absolute error with respect to relative angle, these results are combined and plotted together in figure ??. When these results are compared at any fixed distance, in most cases an
absolute error is found to be incremental with an increase in relative angle between beacon
and listener.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between all error plots.

4.5

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the behavior of ultrasonic transducer and ultrasonic wave propagation is
explained. Also, experiments are conducted to determine the sensitivity region. This raw
data are formatted and made available for further analysis in chapter ??.
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Error Correction
Having collected important experimental data in chapter ??, this chapter explains how different regression models are applied to this set of experimental data to improve the accuracy
of the cricket system.
Experimental data collected in various experiments are summarized in Table ??. This
error table shows the error between the actual and measured distance as a function of distance and relative angle between beacon and listener cricket mote. The data that fall under
the rejection zone, explained in section ??, have been omitted in this table. Rejection of
such samples helps in removing the outliners which could be problematic while developing
regression model.
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Table 5.1: Experimental data from experiment 3
Angle
Distance
30 cm
60 cm
90 cm
120 cm
150 cm
180 cm
210 cm
240 cm
270 cm
300 cm
330 cm
360 cm
390 cm
420 cm
450 cm
480 cm
510 cm
540 cm
570 cm
600 cm
630 cm
660 cm
690 cm
720 cm
750 cm
780 cm
810 cm

0◦

10◦

20◦

30◦

40◦

50◦

60◦

0.96
1.0
0
0.14
1.0
0
2.0
0
1.03
-1.0
0.04
1.36
-0.04
0.97
1.96
0.27
1.56
0.6
1.18
0.9
1.64
0.34
1.29
-0.3
1.7
x
x

1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.85
0
1.07
-0.07
0
1.55
-0.03
1.0
1.0
0.8
2.1
1.21
1.73
1.05
1.3
1.0
2.7
1.1
2.2
x
x

1.0
1.5
0.61
1.0
1.9
1.14
2.18
0.19
1.83
0
0.86
2.29
0
1.1
2.2
1.04
3.2
1.6
2.6
1.53
2.7
1.8
x
x
x
x
x

1.29
2.0
1.43
1.0
2.8
1.1
2.34
0.67
2.0
0.06
0.96
3.03
0.23
2.0
2.3
1.76
3.8
2.3
3.7
2.1
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2.0
2.0
2.3
2.0
3.14
2.4
4.0
1.97
3.26
1.39
3.0
4.0
2.0
3.08
3.9
4.8
3.97
5.8
7.3
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2.0
1.97
2.03
2.0
4.0
3.0
4.17
2.91
3.44
2.21
4.27
4.53
2.75
3.94
2.94
7.65
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2.89
2.9
3.0
3.0
5.0
3.94
5.0
4.61
4.43
6.7
5.75
6.7
5.03
6.87
5.47
9.8
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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5.1

Regression Models

In this section, regression analysis performed on the sample data points is briefly explained.
The n samples collected in section ?? are of form (θ1 , d1 , e1 ), . . . ,(θn , dn , en ), where error
e depends on relative angle θ and distance d between beacon and listener cricket mote.
Since e is the dependent variable, and having θ and d as the independent (or predictor)
variables, one can choose multivariate polynomial regression to establish a relationship
between dependent and independent variables. This is a two variable polynomial case
where only two independent variables are required to estimate (or predict) the dependent
variable.
The objective is to find the best regression model by comparing the results from three
methods: first- and second-order polynomial least squares (LS) regression methods and
first-order polynomial total least squares (TLS) regression method. The following section
explains these models.

5.1.1

First-order Polynomial LS regression

The first-order two variable polynomial least squares is defined by the equation

e = α0 + α1 θ + α2 d + 

(5.1)

where α0 , α1 and α2 are the unknown regression coefficients and  is the error term. The
error term  is defined as the vertical distance between the sample data point and the regression surface. The unknown polynomial coefficients are obtained in such manner that
P
they minimizes the sum of the squares errors ( i 2 ) for all data points (θi , di , ei ) where
i = 1, . . . , n.
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Writing equation (??) in the matrix form [?] for all n samples gives
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(5.2)

b

The coefficients α0 , α1 and α2 of the polynomial equation can be obtained by taking the
pseudo-inverse of A (since number of equations are more than the number of unknowns)
as
x = (AT A)−1 AT b

(5.3)

where AT A and AT b are given as


P

P





P



θi
di 
ei 
 n





P
P 2 P
 ; AT b = P e θ 
AT A = 
θ
θ
θ
d
i
i
i
i
i
i




P
P

P
P 2
di
θi di
di
ei di

(5.4)

The unknown coefficients are solved using the data given in Table ??, which result in the
equation of plane as

e = −0.2654 + 0.06452 θ + 0.00187 d
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(5.5)

Figure 5.1: Regression plane of first-order LS for two variable polynomial.

5.1.2

Second-order Polynomial LS regression

In this section a second-order polynomial least squares regression is computed. The quadratic
polynomial least squares regression with two variables can be written as

e = α0 + α1 θ + α2 d + α3 θ2 + α4 θ d + α5 d2 + 

(5.6)

where αi, i=0,...,5 are the unknown regression coefficients and  as the error term between the
data points and the regression surface. For the quadratic polynomial least squares regression, the primary goal is to minimize the vertical distances, given in equation (??), between
the regression fitting surface and the sample data points (θi , di , ei ) where i = 1, . . . , n.

min

X

i 2 =

X

(ei − α0 − α1 θi − α2 di − α3 θi2 − α4 θi di − α5 d2i )2

(5.7)

Following the procedure explained in section ??, equation (??) can be rewritten in matrix
form as
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(5.8)

b

Equation (??) can be solved for least squares regression by computing pseudo-inverse of A
and solving for x as
x = (AT A)−1 AT b

(5.9)

where the matrices (AT A) and (AT b) can be written as

n


 P
 θi


 Pd
i

T
A A=
P 2
 θi


P θ d
 i i

P

di 2

P
P
P
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θi
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P
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P
P

P
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P
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P
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P
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θi 4
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P
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ei d i 2

P

di

2








P 3 
di 

P 2 2
θi di 


P

θi d3i 

P

θi d2i

P

di 4

Using the data given in Table ??, the unknown coefficients α1 , α2 , . . . , α5 for the quadratic
polynomial LS regression are obtained as

e = 1.233 − 0.03587 θ − 0.001502 d + 0.001107 θ2 + 0.000141 θ d − 0.00001 d2
(5.10)
The regression fitting model can be seen in Figure ??.

Figure 5.2: Regression surface of Second-order LS for two variable polynomial.

5.1.3

First-order Polynomial TLS regression

Unlike the first- and second-order polynomial methods, which determines the relationship
between independent and dependent variables using least squares (LS) regression analysis,
the third model implements the total least squares (TLS) regression analysis. The objective
is to minimize the total sum of squares of orthogonal distances (instead of vertical distances) between the regression plane and all the data points. As described in [?], the TLS
regression of first-order two variable polynomial can be computed as follow.
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The regression plane for the n sample data points (θi , di , ei ) can be specified as

P (θ − θ) + Q(d − d) + R(e − e) = 0

(5.11)

Equation (??) can be rewritten in matrix form as







T  
θ − θ  P 
  
 
d−d
 Q = 0
  
e−e
R

(5.12)

where (θ, d, e) is the centroid of the regression plane which is defined as

θ=

1X
θi ,
n

d=

1X
di ,
n

e=

1X
ei
n

(5.13)

and (P, Q, R) is the normal vector to the regression plane. This normal vector is the smallest eigenvector related to the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix M = AT A,
where matrix A is defined as




 θ1 − θ d1 − d e1 − e 


 θ2 − θ d2 − d e2 − e 


A= .
..
.. 
 ..
.
. 




θn − θ dn − d en − e

(5.14)

The smallest eigenvector, normal vector to the regression plane, [P, Q, R]T is calculated by
performing the eigenvalue decomposition of the symmetric matrix M .

M =U S VT
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(5.15)

where S = [diag(s11 , s22 , . . . , snn )] are the non-zero eigenvalues and column of matrix
U = [ui1 ui2 ui3 ]i=1,2,3 are the corresponding eigenvectors. With the known values of
[P, Q, R]T and (θ, d, e), the equation (??) can be simplified in the similar form of
equation (??) as

e = α0 + α1 θ + α2 d

(5.16)

Fitting this model to the data given in Table ?? gives

e = −0.2701 + 0.0642 θ + 0.0019 d

Figure ?? shows the regression plane for the set of data shown in Table ??

Figure 5.3: Regression plane of first-order TLS for two variable polynomial.
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(5.17)

5.2

Calculation of Relative Angles

To predict the estimated error (using derived relationships in section ??) in the measured
distance obtained from the cricket system, the relative angle between beacon and listener is
needed. The relative angles θ1 , θ2 and θ3 can be found using the known position of beacons
B1 , B2 , B3 and their distances to the listener d1 , d2 , d3 , respectively. This calculation
involves two steps. First, the trilateration operation is performed to calculate the listener
position (xL , yL , zL ). From the several Monte Carlo test runs, it is found that the listener
position is not significantly changed in the z-direction (compared to x- and y-directions).
Once the zL distance is found, it can be used to calculate θi from the available values of
di ; i=1,2,3 as
θi = arccos(

zL
)
di

;

i = 1, 2, 3

Figure 5.4: Schematic of relative angles between beacon and listener.
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(5.18)

5.3

Error Correction Algorithm

As mentioned in previous chapters, the unknown position using the cricket system is calculated using the TDoA method. In TDoA, accuracy of the distance measurement between
beacon and listener mote is one of the vital parameter which impacts the listener cricket
mote’s position. The erroneous distances between beacon and listener motes lead to the
erroneous position estimation while performing trilateration.

As explained in subsection ??, position of listener L is estimated from the three distances
between listener L and three beacon cricket motes B1 , B2 and B3 . From the cricket system,
the distance between the the three beacon-listener pairs are d1, d2, d3, respectively. Using
these data, trilateration operation is performed (as per explained in subsection ??) and the
position is calculated as Pcricket .

To assess the accuracy of Pcricket , different test points are created and the positions of
these test points are manually calculated with an accuracy of ± 0.5 cm. These positions
are referred to as Poriginal . At any test point, Poriginal and Pcricket can be related as

Poriginal = Pcricket + eP

(5.19)

where eP is the euclidean distance between Poriginal and Pcricket , also called as the error
in position estimation. Since eP depends on the erroneous calculation of di , i=1,2,3 , this
correction method aims at reducing the error in the distances d. The error component in the
distance readings can be defined as

dioriginal = dicricket + edi ; i = 1, 2, 3
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(5.20)

where dioriginal is the physical distance and dicricket is the measured distance between beacon and listener cricket mote. Using equation (??), the accuracy of the position can be
improved by minimizing eP . Further, since major contributing element of eP is the erroneous dicricket , more accurate dicricket can reduce eP .

The accuracy of the dicricket is a function of distance and relative angle between beacon
and listener cricket mote as discussed in chapter ??. Using the experimental data collected
in the previous chapter, the relationship between error ed , distance d and relative angle θ is
derived for different regression models discussed in section ??.

From the derived relationship, a predicted error ebd in the distance measurement dcricket
is calculated. The ebd is calculated for the dicricket , a function of (d, θ), which does not
fall under high accuracy zone defined in section ??. This predicted error ebd is adjusted in
dcricket to improve the accuracy of the distance. Therefore, adjusted dcricket is given by

dbcricket = dcricket − ebd

(5.21)

b cricket , i=1,2,3
Repeating the above procedure for each received distance from B1 , B2 and B3 , di
are calculated which in turn can be used in the trilateration to calculate Pbcricket .
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The step by step procedure to calculate Pbcricket is given in the flow chart shown in the
Figure ??.

Figure 5.5: Steps to calculate corrected position.
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Experimental Results
In this chapter, the three proposed methods for the error correction in the cricket system are
evaluated. This evaluation is carried out in two sections. First, the error correction in the
distance measurement is evaluated between one beacon-listener pair. The second section
evaluates the error correction in the position estimation for the 2-D and 3-D position.
These experiments are conducted within the defined workspace of 200 cm × 300 cm
× 250 cm (l × b × h) in a controlled environment. In this workspace, various test points are
identified and their locations are recorded manually. Because of the workspace limitation,
the coverage area of these test points are restricted to the maximum distance of 350 cm
and the relative angle range of 0-60 degrees between the beacon and listener cricket mote.
During the experiment, the listener is positioned at the test points and the distance readings
are recorded from the beacon cricket motes attached to the ceiling. Since location of the
each test point is known, error involved in the distance and position estimation is computed
and compared for the cricket system before and after implementing the proposed error
correction method.

6.1

Error Correction in Distance Measurement

This section compares the three proposed methods for their performance in correcting the
error in the distance measurement between a pair of beacon-listener cricket mote. As discussed in sections ??-??, the proposed correction method makes use of the relationship
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(derived using traditional regression analysis) between error in distance measurement, distance and relative angle between a beacon-listener pair to predict and correct the error in
the distance estimation. The first-order polynomial LS regression equation is given by
e = −0.2654 + 0.06452 θ + 0.00187 d. Similarly, the second-order polynomial LS
regression equation is given by e = 1.233 − 0.03587 θ − 0.001502 d + 0.001107 θ2 +
0.000141 θ d − 0.00001 d2 . Also, the first-order polynomial TLS regression equation is
obtained as e = −0.2701 + 0.0642 θ + 0.0019 d. The correction method uses these
equations to correct the error in the distance estimation.

For evaluation purposes, the error measured (in the distance estimation) for the cricket
system is compared against the error measured after implementing the correction method
with three regression models. The comparison of error (in the distance estimation) is done
for a fixed set of relative angles 0◦ ,10◦ , . . . , 60◦ and distances 60 cm, 120 cm, . . . , 420
cm as seen in ??????????????. It is evident in these figures that first-order polynomial LS
method has a better performance among the three proposed methods.

Figure 6.1: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
60 cm.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
120 cm.

Figure 6.3: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
180 cm.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
240 cm.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
300 cm.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
360 cm.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of different error correction methods at beacon-listener distance of
420 cm.
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For further analysis, error readings (in the distance estimation) taken over multiple
combination of distances and relative angles are combined and compared in Figure ??. It
can be seen from Figure ?? that all three proposed methods improve the distance reading
by reducing the error. The mean and the standard deviation of the error measured in the
distance for these methods are shown in Table ??. Mean error in the distance measurement
from the cricket system is reduced by 47%, 45% and 36% from first-order polynomial LS,
first-order polynomial TLS and second-order polynomial LS method respectively. From
the observations, first-order polynomial LS regression method gives the lowest mean error and lowest standard deviation for error in distance estimation, therefore, the first-order
polynomial LS method is considered for further analysis in the position estimation.

Figure 6.8: Comparison of error in distance measurements for different methods.

Table 6.1: Statistical data for error in distance correction.
Cricket error
1st order polynomial LS error
1st order polynomial TLS error
2nd order polynomial LS error

Mean (cm)
3.13
1.66
1.72
2.01
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Standard Deviation
2.35
1.52
1.58
1.63

% Error improvement
47%
45%
36%

6.2

Error Correction in Position Estimation

2-D position estimation
The error in the 2-D position estimation is analyzed in this section. Several experiments
were conducted to estimate the 2-D position and the readings were recorded for analysis.
For the 2-D position, all experiments were conducted with fixed z-coordinate as 238 cm.
As seen in Figure ??, the error observed in the position estimation from the cricket system
is compared with the error observed after the implementation of first- and second-order
polynomial LS error correction method. Table ?? describes the mean error and the standard deviation for the error measured in 2-D position estimation. In this table, the cricket
system error is divided into several groups. The cricket system error less than 4 cm is
ignored in the evaluation as the correction method does not improve the accuracy in this
group and also, such small amount of error can be a result of possible human error. As
evident in Table ??, the first-order polynomial LS method provided better performance in
terms of error correction over second-order polynomial LS method and cricket system error.
For the cricket system error of more than 4 cm, the mean error of first- and second-order
polynomial LS method in the 2-D position estimation is reduced by an average 42.13%
and 30.07%, respectively. The 2-D position estimation for the first two test point rows are
shown in Figure ??.
Table 6.2: Statistical data for error in 2-D position correction.
Error ≤ 4 cm
4 cm < Error < 8 cm
Error ≥ 8 cm

Cricket
Error
2.23
6.39
9.49

Mean
First order LS
2.73
3.63
5.39

Second order LS
2.59
4.18
6.30
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Standard Deviation
First Second order LS
order LS
0.94
0.85
1.76
1.52
2.28
1.68

% Error Correction
First Second order LS
order LS
-22.42%
-15.69%
43.19%
34.58%
43.20%
33.61%

Figure 6.9: Comparison of error corrected in 2-D position estimation for first and second
order polynomial LS method.

Figure 6.10: Error improvement in 2-D position estimation for first and second order polynomial LS method.
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3-D position estimation
Using method described in section ??, the 3-D position was estimated at several test points
for the error analysis. In this method, relative angle (between beacon and listener mote) is
computed using erroneous distance readings from the cricket system. This contributes to
the erroneous calculation of the relative angle θ. Table ?? shows the difference in the actual
θ and the estimated θ. The maximum error recorded in the calculation of θ is 2.01◦ with
an average 4θ as 0.85◦ . Therefore, this error was ignored in the proposed compensation
method.

Table 6.3: Error involved in relative angle estimation.
Mean 4θ std dev 4θ max 4θ min 4θ
0.85◦
0.55◦
2.01◦
0.1◦

Figure 6.11: Comparison of error corrected in 3-D position estimation for first and second
order polynomial LS method.
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Figure ?? shows a comparison of the error in the 3-D position estimation of the cricket
system from that of first- and second-order polynomial LS correction methods. It can be
seen from this figure that the first-order polynomial LS regression model is more effective
in reducing error compared to the second-order polynomial LS regression model. The error
in the cricket system is divided in to three different groups to check the performance of the
proposed method. Table ?? shows the statistical data calculated for these groups. Similar
to the previous section, the cricket system error less than 4 cm is ignored in the evaluation.
As seen in the Table ??, the performance of the first- and second-order polynomial LS
method is similar for both error groups with overall mean error improvement of 39.49%
and 32.95%, respectively.
Table 6.4: Statistical data for error in 3-D position correction.
Error ≤ 4 cm
4 cm < Error < 8 cm
Error ≥ 8 cm

6.3

Original
Error
2.26
6.31
9.50

Mean
First order LS
2.79
3.99
5.49

Second order LS
2.55
4.23
6.37

Standard Deviation
First Second order LS
order LS
0.91
0.84
1.45
1.42
2.03
1.51

% Error Correction
First Second order LS
order LS
-22.57%
-12.83%
36.77%
32.96%
42.21%
32.95%

Chapter Summary

This chapter briefly showed how the accuracy of the distance estimation can be improved
up to 47% using the correction method. Also, the performance evaluation of the error correction method was carried out for 2-D and 3-D position estimation. The evaluation showed
that the first-order polynomial least squares regression method was the better performing
method among the three selected methods.
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Conclusion
The deployment of automated guided robot in an indoor hostile environment demands a
precise localization for navigation purposes. The overall performance of such robots is
adversely affected by inaccuracies in the location information retrieved from the indoor
location system used similar to the cricket system. The objective of this thesis is to develop
a method to identify a robust, cost effective and easy to implement approach to improve the
accuracy of position estimation without any hardware modification in the cricket mote.
The cricket mote hosts an ultrasonic transducer which has highly directive radiation
pattern. Due to its radiation pattern, the error in the distance estimation becomes a function of distance and relative angle between the beacon and listener cricket mote. This error
is addressed by understanding the behavior of ultrasonic sensor from several field experiments. After carefully collecting experimental data, three different regression methods are
implemented on these data points to establish relationship between the error in position as
a function of distance and relative angle between beacon and listener.
The performance evaluation of the first- and second-order polynomial least squares
and first-order polynomial total least squares regression method were carried out for the
distance and the position estimation. It was found that the first-order polynomial least
squares regression method gives the best performance. Mean error in distance estimation
of the cricket system was effectively reduced from 3.13 cm to 1.66 cm, an improvement
of 47%, with the first-order polynomial least squares method. Further evaluation was performed for the 2-D and 3-D position estimation in which the mean error in the cricket
position estimation was reduced by an average 43% and 39%, respectively.
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